The results of the present work are obtained by extending the methods of M. Kuranishi developed for the case of compact manifolds without boundary ([8] , [9] ). This approach has already been used successfully in the study of complex structures on noncompact manifolds ([6] , [7] ). The conditions imposed on M' (for a large class of such manifolds we refer to [1] ) enable us to use effectively the theory of elliptic boundary value problems (see [5] , [10] , [11] ). Thus we have at our disposal Sobolev A -norm estimates without loss of derivatives. This is crucial for the proof of Proposition 3.6 where, by using the implicit function theorem for Banach spaces, we conclude that every almost complex structure M φ represented by an element φ 6 C Otl (M, Θ) with sufficiently small /b-norm is isomorphic to an almost complex structure Mψ with d*ψ -0. Moreover, in the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 3.7), the &-norm estimates allow us to use the inverse mapping theorem for Banach spaces and the result of Proposition 3.6 for the actual construction of the universal family. [10] ). Let ^r = {f e C r (M) | *^ = 0 on bM). We now consider a linear mapping A:C r (M)-+C%M) which, on a coordinate neighborhood Z7, is given by Aφ = ΣJ.J -Aίί^)^!^)^7* The A5's are C°° functions on ?7 and if x = (a; 1 , , α? w ) are the local coordinates of j> e bM, then -45(aj) is a C°° function in a neighborhood of p. We further assume that A is self-adjoint and there exists a constant c > 0 such that (Aφ, φ) ^ e \\φ\\ 2 . Then the bilinear form (E) such that Q(φ, ψ) = (a, ψ) for all f e ώ p '\E). Again, the theory developed in [5] , [10] , and [11] implies that whenever aeC pq (M,E) and \\φ\\ k+2 g c k \\a\\ k for some c k > 0 depending on k only. Also, in this case we have that Δφ + Άφ = a, 1= DD* + D*D and *Ώφ = 0 on 6Af.
2* Complex structures on complex manifolds* In this section we collect some well known fact about almost complex and complex structures. For a complete discussion we refer to [8] and [9] .
We assume now that M is a complex manifold of dimension n and let M be the underlying C°° manifold of dimension 2n. If CTM is the complexification of the real tangent buudle TM, then CTM-Θ 0 Θ where Θ is the holomorphic tangent bundle of M.
The set of almost complex structures of finite distance from M is in bijective correspondence with the set of all φ e C 01 (M, θ) such that, at each point peM, φoφ:Θ p ->Θ p does not have an eigenvalue 1. An almost complex structure determined by such φ will be denoted by M ψ .
THEOREM 2.3 (Newlander-Nirenberg). M φ is induced by a complex structure if and only if dφ ~ [φ, φ] -0.
Here d is the exterior differentiation operator with respect to the complex conjugates of local holomorphic coordinates and 
3* Families of complex structures on certin manifolds with boundary• Let M and M' be complex manifolds of dimension n such that M c M' 9 the boundary bM is a C°° submanifold of Λf' of (real) dimension 2n -1 and M = Ml) bM is compact. We fix once and for all a sufficiently large integer k with the following property: There exists a constant c k > 0 such that if Z7 is a coordinate neighborhood of M and if u 19 u 2 are C 00 functions with supp u t = {# e ikf' | ^(ίc) =£ 0} c ί7, i = 1, 2, then If E is a vector bundle over M' we will denote by <%7' q {E) the completion of C pq (M,E) in the norm || || Λ . It is clear that φe C 01 (M,Θ) with sufficiently small ||<p||i. represents an almost complex structure M φ on M.
Before stating and proving our main result we will give some definitions. We will denote the diffeomorphism / by e(ζ). Proof. We first note that for ξ e C Q %MΘ), ξ + f is tangent to bM if and only if *(#ς + #f) = 0 on bM. This is easily checked in terms of admissible boundary coordinates. Thus it makes sense to speak of the diffeomorphism e(ξ).
In terms of local coordinates z = (z\ •• ,^)we can write e(ξ) = (/'(«),
, / If ψ and ξ are sufficiently small in || || fc -norm topology the expression in the brackets [-] represents an element of an invertible matrix B = (b r β ). Multiplying both sides of the above equality by B~ι we get
where F(φ, ξ) is of at least order 2 in φ and ξ, i.e., it involves expressions which are at least quadratic in φί(e(ξ)) f ξ a and the first order derivatives of ξ a . Now, if VΊ and W 1 are sufficiently small neighborhoods of the origin in Jgt M ( (9) and in the completion P k+1 of P in the || || fc+1 -norm topology, respectively, then it is easy to see that j: Here the jβ^'s are the components of the Ricci tensor R μ~ = Σ^ Rμβσ The metric g is also an Einstein metric, i.e., E μ -a -B/(2n)g μ a where JB = 2^aR" = 2 Σ«.β9"*R«β is the scalar curvature and ndim c M = dim c ikf'. Thus we get that (3.7) •#£ -fd*dζ + A #ί . or some constant c' k depending only on k. Furthermore, we observe that #:
is an isomorphism with respect to the norm || \\ k for any k. This fact and (3.8) imply that for each ζe C 00 (M, Θ) there exists a unique ξeP with 3*3f = ζ, || £ || fc+1 g c fc || ell*-!, for some constant c fc > 0.
But this shows that 3*9: P-^ C 00 (i(f, β) is an isomorphism of normed spaces. Since P and C°'°(M, Θ) are dense in P k+1 and ^Λ-ί(θ), respectively, 3*9: P k+1 -> .^^-ϊί®) is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. By the implicit function theorem it follows that there exists a neighborhood V of the origin in ^0 1 (6>) and a C°° map ζiV-^W, such that d* (φ o e(ξ(φ) We refer to [2] for verification of the above identities. In addition to the Kahler-Einstein condition on the metric g we also make the following assumption: 186 G. K. KIREMIDJIAN (3.11) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for all°-
A large class of Kahler-Einstein manifolds of negative scalar curvature satisfying (3.11) is considered in [1] .
It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that •' = l/2(i + A). Then (3.11) together with the results of § 1 imply that for each φ e C°' Q (M, θ), q = 1, 2, there exists a unique ^ e C 09 (M, Θ) with *f = *D^ = 0 on δM, ΠV -Ψ an( i II ^ IU+2 ^ const. || £> || fc . In the sequel we will denote ψ by Gφ. Moreover, φ can be uniquely represented as φ -ψ ι J r φ 2 where φ ι = GΠV an d DV 2 = 0. We set Hφ = <p 2 . Similarly, using the notation introduced in Proposition 3.6, for each ζe C°'°(M, θ) there exists a unique ζe P (denoted by Gξ) such that d*dGξ = ξ, \\Gξ \\ k+2 <ĉ onst. || ί IL. Also, ξ can be uniquely represented as ζ = f : + f 2 where f L = G9*af and 3*3f 2 = 0. Again we set Hξ = ί 2 . The use of the same letters G and if for the spaces C°' q (M, Θ) and C°'°(M, Θ) will not cause any confusion.
We are now ready to prove our main result. Proof. Proposition 3.6 suggests that it is natural to construct a universal family by considering the set Φ = {φ e C 0Λ (M y 
If φeΦ, then ψ -G3*[<p, φ] -Hφ and thus
The map J: (6) ) Since the operators G and 3* are linear and the bracket is bilinear, J is also complex analytic. The differential of J at the origin is the identity map. Hence, by the inverse mapping theorem for Banach spaces there exists a neighborhood N of 0 in Sίf^ι{β) and a complex analytic map t κ+ φ(t) 9 (M, θ) if t e N'. Moreover, φ(0) = 0 and if t is sufficiently small in || || fc -norm, φ(t) represents an almost complex structure M φU) on M.
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition on t so that φ(t) 6 Φ.
Since J(φ(t)) = ί, 3^(ί) -3G3*[<p(£), (£)] = <?*• By using the relations dGf = Gdψ + HdGψ and Π'Gω = GΠ'ω -J3ώ, ^ e C M (M, 0), ωeC°' q (M 9 θ), g = 0, 1, we obtain the equality
Let ω(ί) be the right-hand side of (3.12) . We first observe that the proof of Proposition 3.6 also gives the C 00 dependence of ί on s.
Next, φ(τ(s)) ~ Gd*[φ(τ(s)), φ(r(s))] = τ(s) and τ(s)eH°'\ Therefore τ(s) = Hφ(τ(s)) -H(f(s)oe(ξ(s))).
By definition, at each s G S', ^(s) can be extended to an analytic map of a neighborhood U of s in the ambiant space of S. Then ς(s) has a C°°e xtension in such £7's so that 3*(^(s)oβ(f(s))) = 0. Since τ(s) = H(ψ(s) o e(ζ(s))) for points on S', it is clear that τ(s) can also be extended to a C°° mapping on a neighborhood Z7 of s in the ambiant space of S. We will actually show that τ(s) is complex analytic on U if S' is a sufficiently small neighborhood of s 0 in S. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that U is an open subset of a finite dimensional complex space. For each s, ue U we have 
We apply the operator G3* to both sides of (3.15) . We note that since sξ e P Gd % d/ζ = •£. This, together with the fact that 3*(f (s + u) o e(f (s + u))) = 0, implies that
We estimate (3.16) in || l^-norm and obtain the inequality (M, θ) can one find a category of families of complex structures of M such that the universal family is parametrized by a finite dimensional space? We will answer this question affirmatively in the case of bordered compact Riemann surfaces M. At the same time, without making use of quasiconformal mappings and Schwarzian derivatives, we will describe sufficiently small complex structures on M in terms of the reduced Teichmuller space considered in detail in [3] and [4] .
Let M' be the double of M, i.e., if, for some Fuchsian group Γ,M= UjΓ y then M f = Ω/Γ, where U is the upper half plane of the complex plane C and Ω is the complement of the limit set of Γ. The symmetry / of M', changing the orientation of M\ is an anticonformal involution and can be lifted to the involution z \-*~z of C. It is shown in [3] The first statement follows from the fact that / carries bM onto bM. For the second statement we make, as in [7] , the following observation. Let &(£), 0 <; t <; t 0 = || ξ + f 1]^, be the geodesic with
